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Femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy of the I 2
2 anion: A semiclassical

molecular dynamics simulation method
Victor S. Batista, Martin T. Zanni, B. Jefferys Greenblatt, Daniel M. Neumark,
and William H. Miller
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
and Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 21 September 1998; accepted 9 November 1998!

In this paper we describe a new semiclassical method for simulating femtosecond pump–probe
photoelectron spectroscopy, and its implementation to study the excited state photodissociation
dynamics of the I2

2 anion. Our algorithm involves a forward–backward~FB! semiclassical~SC!
initial value representation~IVR! method for calculating the time dependent photodetachment
spectrumP(e,Dt) as a function of the kinetic energye of the photodetached electron and the delay
time Dt between the pump and probe pulses. We describe the radiation-chromophore interaction
perturbatively to first order in both pulse fields, assuming the Condon approximation for the
electronic transition dipole moments. Our computed spectra are in excellent agreement with full
quantum mechanical simulations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!00107-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast spectroscopic studies of molecular pho
dissociation1–3 enable detailed experimental observation
excited state reaction dynamics occurring on a femtosec
time scale. A large number of experiments implementing
trafast time-resolved spectroscopic techniques,4,5 besides
various types of transient absorption experiments, have b
devoted to the study of ultrafast relaxation processes ass
ated with extremely short lived excited states of polyatom
systems. Phenomena such as direct dissociation, inte
conversion. vibrational energy redistribution and isomeri
tion reactions have been explored in an effort to underst
the possible mechanisms responsible for the diffuse app
ance of the absorption spectra and the lack of detect
fluorescence. In particular, femtosecond photoelectron s
troscopy~FPES! has been applied to detect vibrational wa
packet motion,6–12 internal conversion13 and photodissocia
tion dynamics.14–19 In contrast to most pump–probe expe
ments in which only absorption of the probe pulse is mo
tored, the FPES experiment offers the potential for followi
the dynamics of the entire photoexcited wave packet at e
delay time without having to change the wavelength of
probe pulse. However, the interpretation of these highly m
tiplexed experiments can be difficult or ambiguous when
signals result from complicated dynamics involving multip
potential energy surfaces~PESs!. It is essential, therefore, to
develop rigorous theoretical simulation methods to provid
first principle interpretation of these state-of-the-art expe
ments in terms of a comprehensive understanding of the
derlying dynamics. In this paper we report the developm
of a semiclassical method for simulating two-color pum
probe experiments of FPES. We explore the capabilities
this approach for studying the excited state photodissocia
dynamics of the I2

2 anion by comparison with full-quantum
mechanical calculations. This study constitutes the first
3730021-9606/99/110(8)/3736/12/$15.00
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plication of semiclassical initial value representation~SC-
IVR! methods20–44to the simulation of ultrafast pump–prob
spectroscopy.

Experimental advances in time-resolved pump–pro
spectroscopic techniques have stimulated a rapidly grow
amount of theoretical and computational work, including t
development of classical and semiclassical models,45–50one-
dimensional quantum wave packet simulations,51–54 and
density-matrix formulations,55–62 as well as theoretical stud
ies of time resolved pump–probe ionization processes,63–66

and the calculation of FPES signals using either approxim
methods67 where as far as the nuclear motion is concern
classical dynamics was assumed, or full-quantum mechan
formulations.17,11,12,68–71Exact quantum mechanical meth
ods, however, are likely to remain of limited applicabili
even with projected advances in computer technolog
since they usually require significant storage space and c
putational effort that grows exponentially with the number
coupled degrees of freedoms. It is, thus, necessary to exp
alternative computational methods which may be conside
intermediate between the full-quantum mechanical and
completely classical mechanical extremes.

In recent years, there has been considerable intere
applications of SC-IVR methods to molecular dynam
~MD! simulations, including the computation of thresho
photodetachment spectra29 using a method specifically deve
oped for the calculation of bound–bound Franck–Cond
spectra.28,40 These semiclassical techniques offered a m
tractable alternative to full-quantum mechanical methods
dynamics calculations in terms of classical mechanics,
where quantum coherence and even tunneling to some e
are incorporated within the description. In a recent pape37

we presented an implementation of a SC-IVR method41,72for
simulating nonadiabatic photodissociation dynamics. W
found that our semiclassical results were in good agreem
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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with full-quantum mechanical calculations, and they p
vided an intuitive understanding of the most fundamen
dynamical features involved in the nonadiabatic process
interconversion as well as an interpretation of experime
studies of the total photoabsorption cross section as a f
tion of the photolysis wavelength. In this article, we addre
the more ambitious task of computing specific two-co
pump–probe experimental spectra of time-resolved FP
We focus on the implementation of a FB/SC-IVR method
ogy for studying the excited state photodissociation dyna
ics of the I2

2 anion through FPES.
The FPES experiment involves photoexcitation of2

2

from the groundX 2Su,1/2
1 electronic state to the dissociativ

A8 2P1/2,g PES by a 780 nm pump pulse (FWHM'90 fs).
The photoelectron spectrum of the dissociating system
measured at a series of delay times by measuring the kin
energy of the photodetached electron when the system
photoexcited by a 260 nm probe pulse (FWHM'100 fs) to
one of the multiple electronic PESs of I2. The variation of
the photoelectron spectrum with delay time provides a
scription of how the local environment of the excess elect
evolves in time, enabling one to monitor the dissociat
anion from the initial Franck–Condon excitation region o
to the asymptotic region.

Our SC-IVR method for simulating the FPES signal u
lizes a standard second order perturbation treatment of
two-photon pump–probe process. The second order am
tude ~first order in each of the pump and probe pulses! in-
volves matrix elements of three successive time evolu
operators; propagation forward in time on the excitedA8
potential energy surface~PES! of the I2

2, propagation for a
transient time on a neutral PES of I2, and then propagation
backward in time on theA8 PES of I2

2. The forward–
backward~FB! aspect of the approach combines all thr
time evolution operators into one overall SC propagation
simply by changing the PES suddenly at each appropr
time—thus involving only a single phase space average o
initial conditions~rather than a threefold phase space aver
if the SC-IVR were used separately for each time evolut
operator!. One may think of this as a more rigorous sem
classical version of the ‘‘mixed-state propagation’’ meth
used by Loringet al. in their SC-IVR calculation of photon
echoes,73 and a fully semiclassical treatment of the forward
backward idea introduced by Makri and Thompson for infl
ence functionals.74 The final result for the total photodetach
ment spectrum is obtained by summing the SC amplit
over all intermediate neutral PESs of I2 and integrating over
the transient times.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we fi
outline the semiclassical approach for simulating FPES
its implementation to study the excited state photodisso
tion dynamics of the I2

2 anion. Section III then describes ou
results and compares them with the results of full-quant
mechanical calculations. Section IV summarizes and c
cludes.

II. METHODS

The methodology is presented in four subsections. S
tion II A presents the derivation of the expression for calc
-
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lating the total photodetachment spectrumP(e,Dt) as a
function of the kinetic energye of the photodetached elec
tron and the delay timeDt between pump and probe pulse
Its implementation according to a ‘‘direct’’ FB/SC-IVR
method is described in Secs. II B and II E, while the cor
sponding SC methodology for calculating the intermedi
excited state wave function is described in Sec. II C. Fina
Sec. II D describes the full quantum mechanical approach
have implemented for calculating the exact photodetachm
spectrum, in order to demonstrate the accuracy and reliab
of the SC results.

A. Time dependent photodetachment spectrum

Time-dependent photodetachment involves the tw
photon pump–probe process depicted in Fig. 1; the pu
pulse excites I2

2 from its groundX state to theA8 excited
state, and the time-delayed probe pulse photoionizes I2

2 to
I2(K)1e2(e) for various final electronic statesK of I2.

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves as a function of the I–I bond length for
6 low-lying Hund’s case~c! molecular states of I2

2 and the 23 Hund’s case
~c! covalent molecular states of I2, obtained from various experiments an
calculations as described in the text. Each manifold of states is lab
according to their different total angular moment dissociation products. V
tical arrows indicate experimental energies for the pump (l5780 nm) and
probe (l5260 nm) pulses. The curve labeled by plus symbols correspo
to the final electronic energy as a function of the I–I bond length.
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Second order time-dependent perturbation theory g
the probability of the two-photon transition as a function
time t f ,

PEf←Ei
~ t f !5US 2

i

\ D 2E
2`

t f
dtE

2`

t

dt8e~ i /\!Ef t^F f uĤ1~ t !

3e2~ i /\!Ĥ0~ t2t8!Ĥ1~ t8!uF i&e
2~ i /\!Ei t8U2

,

~2.1!

whereĤ0 is the~electronic and nuclear! Hamiltonian for the
quantized molecular system, andĤ1(t)52m̂•e(t) the per-
turbation which couples it to the classical radiation fielde(t)
~within the standard dipole approximation!; uF i& and uF f&
are eigenstates ofĤ0 with eigenvaluesEi and Ef , respec-
tively.

For the present application the initial state is

uF i&5ufg&uxg&, ~2.2!

whereufg& is the ground~X! electronic state of I2
2 and uxg&

the ground nuclear~i.e., vibrational! state for this electronic
state. Final states are of the form

uF f&5ufK,e&uxEK
&, ~2.3!

where ufK,e& is the electronic stateK of I2 with an ionized
electron of kinetic energye, and uxEK

& is the nuclear wave
function for this state of I2; the corresponding initial and
final energies are

Ei5Eg ,

Ef5EK1e.

Since we consider only one intermediate electronic state
I2
2, theA8 excited state, the intermediate time evolution o

erator in the matrix element of Eq.~2.1! is

e2~ i /\!Ĥ0~ t2t8!5ufA8&e
2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t2t8!^fA8u, ~2.4!

whereufA8& is the electronic wave function for stateA8 of
I2
2, andĤA8 the nuclear Hamiltonian for this electronic stat

The probability distribution of electronic kinetic energye in
the long time limit, i.e., the photodetachment spectrum
given by the sum of the above transition probability over
final electronic statesK of I2, integrated over all final nuclea
statesuxEK

&,

P~e![ lim
t f→`

(
K

E dEKPEK1e←Eg
~ t f !

5(
K

E dEKUS 2
i

\ D 2E
2`

`

dtE
2`

t

dt8~mK,A8•«~ t !!

3~mA8,g•«~ t8!!e~ i /\!~EK1e!t

3e2~ i /\!Egt8^xEK
ue2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t2t8!uxg&U2

, ~2.5!

where it has been assumed that the transition dipole mom
mK,e,A85mK,A8 are independent of both the kinetic energy
s
f

of
-

.

s
l

nts
f

the photodetached electron and nuclear coordinates~Condon
approximation!. Explicitly squaring the matrix element an
using the close relation

E dEKuxEK
&^xEK

ue2~ i /\!EK~ t92t !5e2~ i /\!ĤK~ t92t !,

~2.6!

whereĤK is the nuclear Hamiltonian for electronic stateK of
I2, givesP(e) as

P~e!5(
K

\24E
2`

`

dtE
2`

`

dt9E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t9
dt-~mK,A8•«~ t !!

3~mA8,g•«~ t8!!~mK,A8•«~ t9!!~mA8,g•«~ t-!!

3e~ i /\!e~ t2t9!e2~ i /\!Eg~ t82t-!^xgue2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t-2t9!

3e2~ i /\!ĤK~ t92t !e2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t2t8!uxg&. ~2.7!

Equation~2.7! can also be written in terms of the trace
four successive time evolution operators

P~e!5(
K

\24E
2`

`

dtE
2`

`

dt9E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t9
dt-~mK,A8•«~ t !!

3~mA8,g•«~ t8!!~mK,A8•«~ t9!!~mA8,g•«~ t-!!

3e~ i /\!e~ t2t9!^xgue2~ i /\!ĤX~ t82t-!e2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t-2t9!

3e2~ i /\!ĤK~ t92t !e2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t2t8!uxg&. ~2.8!

This would be useful if one wants to perform aBoltzmann
averageover initial vibrational states,uxg&→uxg,n&, giving

P~e,b!5(
K

\24E
2`

`

dtE
2`

`

dt9E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t9
dt-~mK,A8

•«~ t !!~mA8,g•«~ t8!!~mK,A8•«~ t9!!~mA8,g•«~ t-!!

3e~ i /\!e~ t2t9!QX
21 tr@e2bĤXe2~ i /\!ĤX~ t82t-!

3e2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t-2t9!e2~ i /\!ĤK~ t92t !e2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t2t8!#,

~2.9!

where b51/kBT, QX5tr@e2bĤX#, and the traces are ove
the nuclear degrees of freedom. Equation~2.9! thus allows
one to simulate the temperature dependence of pump–p
ionization processes as an alternative to other density-ma
formulations.58 If desirable, this can also be written as

P~e!5E
2`

`

dtei etC~ t !, ~2.10!

where the functionC(t) is readily identifiable from Eqs.
~2.7! and ~2.9!.

In the pump–probe experiment the time-dependent e
tric field «(t) is the sum of the two pulses,

«~ t !5«01F1~ t !e2 iv1t1«02F2~ t2Dt !e2 iv2~ t2Dt !1c.c.,

~2.11!
where «01 and «02 are constant vectors, whileF1(t) and
F2(t2Dt) describe the pump and probe pulse shapes,
spectively. We have used sech2 profiles, i.e.,
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F j~ t !;sech~ t/~ f d j !!, ~2.12!

where 1/f 52 sech(&), andd j define the full-widths at half-
maximum~FWHM!, which we have chosen asd1590 fs and
d25100 fs for the pump and probe pulses, respectively.Dt is
the variable delay time between pump and probe pul
Since the pump pulse is the one approximately resonant
the A8←X transition, and the probe pulse with the (K1e)
←A8 transition, one can to a good approximation retain o
the near resonant terms in Eq.~2.7! ~the rotating wave ap-
proximation!, wherebyP(e) becomes

P~e,Dt !5\24~mA8,g•«01!
2(

K
~mK,A8•«02!

2E
2`

`

dt

3E
2`

`

dt9E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t9
dt-e~ i /\!~e2\v2!~ t2t9!

3e~ i /\!~Eg1\v1!~ t-2t8!F1~ t8!F2~ t2Dt !F1~ t-!

3F2~ t92Dt !^xgue2~ i /\!ĤA8~ t-2t9!e2~ i /\!ĤK~ t92t !

3e2~ i /\!ĤA8 ~ t2t8!uxg&, ~2.13!

where we have explicitly indicated the dependence ofP on
the delay timeDt.

Finally, we note that Eq.~2.13!, or ~2.7!, can also be
written in the equivalent form

P~e,Dt !5 lim
t f→`

(
K

^xK~e,Dt,t f !uxK~e,Dt,t f !&. ~2.14!

where

uxK~e,Dt,t f !&52
i

\
~mK,A8•«02!E

2`

t f
dt8F2~ t82Dt !

3e~ i /\!et8e~ i /\!~ĤK2\v2!t8uxA8~ t8!&,

~2.15!

with

uxA8~ t8!&52
i

\
~mA8,g•«01!E

2`

t8
dtF1~ t !e2~ i /\!ĤA8t8

3e~ i /\!~ĤA82\v12Eg!tuxg&. ~2.16!

StateuxA8(t)&, Eq. ~2.16!, is the nuclear wave function fo
electronic stateA8 of I2

2 and is the result of the pump puls
which photoexcites I2

2 form its ground electronic state to th
intermediate A8 excited states PES, while sta
uxK(e,Dt,t f)&, Eq. ~2.15!, is the result of the probe puls
excitation from the intermediateA8 excited state to the fina
ionized state I2(K)1e2(e). P(e,Dt) is the norm of this lat-
ter state in the long time limit, summed over all final ele
tronic statesK. If the pump pulse were so strong as to inva
date its treatment by perturbation theory—but t
perturbative treatment of the probe pulse still valid—th
Eqs. ~2.14! and ~2.15! above would still apply, but with
uxA8(t)& computed nonperturbatively, e.g., by numerica
solving the Schro¨dinger equation which couples the groun
X andA8 excited states of I2

2 with the time-dependent Hamil
tonian Ĥ(t)5Ĥ02m•«1(t), where«1(t) is the pump pulse
s.
th

y

-

@the first term in Eq.~2.11!#. The full quantum mechanica
calculations described in Sec. II D below, and to which
compare our semiclassical calculations in Sec. III, have
fact used this approach, employing a second order differe
ing ~SOD! scheme to solve the 2~electronic! state Schro¨-
dinger equation with a grid to describe the nuclear~vibra-
tional! degree of freedom. As will be seen by th
comparisons in Sec. III, the perturbative treatment of
pulse is completely adequate even when the pump field
pletes a significant amount of the total ground state pop
tion. In other systems, of course, this might not be true.

B. Semiclassical approach

The semiclassical calculations of the photodetachm
spectrumP(e,Dt) are based on a FB/SC-IVR implement
tion of Eq. ~2.13!, which can be written as

P~e,Dt !;E
2`

`

dtE
2`

`

dt9E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t9
dt-F2~ t2Dt !

3F2~ t92Dt !expS i

\
e~ t2t9! D

3F1~ t8!F1~ t-!z t-2t9,t92t,t2t8 , ~2.17!

whereF1(t) and F2(t2Dt) are the temporal shapes of th
pump and probe classical radiation pulses as defined by
~2.11!. The survival amplitudez t3 ,t2 ,t1

, introduced by Eq.
~2.17!, is defined as

z t3 ,t2 ,t1
[(

K
~mK,A8•«02!

2^xgue2~ i /\!~ĤA82\v12Eg!t3

3e2~ i /\!~ĤK2\~v11v2!2Eg!t2

3e2~ i /\!~ĤA82\v12Eg!t1uxg&, ~2.18!

and the ‘‘forward–backward~FB!’’ aspect of the presen
semiclassical approach is to treat the product of the th
time evolution operators in Eq.~2.18! asone time evolution
operator with the potential energy surface changing insta

neously fromVI
2
2

(A8)
to VI2

(K) to VI
2
2

(A8)
at the appropriate times

~vide infra!. Thus with the HK SC-IVR approximation26,27 it
becomes

z t
ĤC5(

K
S 1

2p\ D NE
2`

`

dp0E
2`

`

dr0Ct~p0 ,r0!

3e~ i /\!St
~K !

~p0 ,r0!Cg* ~r t ,pt!C
g~r0 ,p0!, ~2.19!

where the indexK specifies the I2 optically active electronic
state,t is the global time determined by the time intervalst1 ,
t2 and t3 introduced by Eq.~2.18!, while Cg(r ,p) is the
coherent state transform of the initial nuclear wave funct
^r uxg&,

Cg~r ,p!5^gp,ruxg&. ~2.20!

In the present caseN51 and defines the number of nucle
coordinates. The formulation is presented, however, in m
tidimensional notation for systems with an arbitrary numb
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of nuclear coordinates. The nuclear wave function that r
resents the initial population in theX PES of I2

2 is assumed to
be its ground vibrational state,

^r uxg&5S a

p D 1/4

expS 2
a

2
~r2req!

2D , ~2.21!

wherer is the I–I bond length, andreq its equilibrium value,
a5Akm/\2, wherek is the vibrational harmonic constant o
the molecule in its ground electronic state, andm is the re-
duced mass. This initial wave function is constructed on
basis of the low temperature approximation, i.e., assum
that contributions from anharmonicity and higher vibration
levels can be neglected. The functions^r ugr t ,pt

& are Gaussian
wave packets~minimum uncertainty wave packets, or cohe
ent states!,

^r ugr t ,pt
&5gr t ,pt

~r !

5)
j 51

N S 2g~ j !

p D 1/4

3e2g~ j !@r ~ j !2r t~ j !#21~ i /\!pt~ j !@r ~ j !2r t~ j !#,

~2.22!

where g( j ) are constant parameters. The integration va
ables (p0 ,r0) in Eq. ~2.19! are the initial conditions for clas
sical trajectories of the time-evolved coordinates and m
menta, r t[r t(p0 ,r0) and pt[pt(p0 ,r0), obtained by
integrating the usual classical equations of motio
St

(K)(p0 ,r0) is the classical action along this trajectory, o
tained by integrating the following equation:

dSt
~K !

dt
5pt• ṙ t2H ~K !~pt ,r t ,t !, ~2.23!

for the global time range defined by the forwardt1 , transient
t2 and backwardt3 time increments. The Hamiltonia
H (K)(pt ,r t ,t) in Eq. ~2.23! above, is the time dependen
Hamiltonian for nuclear coordinates and momenta,

H ~K !~r t ,pt ,t !5
pt

2

2m
1V~K !~r t ,t !, ~2.24!

where the time dependent potentialV(K)(r t ,t) for the FB
trajectory is given explicitly by

V~K !~r t ,t !

55
VI

2
2

~A8!
~r t!2\v12Eg , 0,t,t1

VI 2

~K !~r t!2\~v11v2!2Eg , t1,t,t11t2

VI
2
2

~A8!
~r t!2\v12Eg , t11t2,t,t11t21t3 ,

~2.25!

whereVI
2
2

(A8)
and VI2

(K) are the indicated Born–Oppenheim

PESs of I2
2 and I2, respectively. The pre-exponential factor

the integrand of Eq.~2.19! is given by

Ct~p0 ,r0!5Adet@M #, ~2.26!
-

e
g
l

i-

-

.

where M is a linear combination of components of th
monodromy matrix,

M ~ j ,k!5
1

2 S ]r t~k!

]r 0~ j !
1

g~ j !

g~k!

]pt~k!

]p0~ j !
2

1

2i\g~k!

]pt~k!

]r 0~ j !

22i\g~ j !
]r t~k!

]p0~ j ! D , ~2.27!

whereg( j ) are the constant parameters in the Gaussian w
packets of Eq.~2.22!. The various time dependent parti
derivatives are obtained by numerical integration of the f
lowing equations for the stability matrix,

d

dt S ]pt~ i !

]z~ j ! D52(
l 51

N S ]2H ~K !~pt ,r t ,t !

]pt~ l !]r t~ i !

]pt~ l !

]z~ j !

1
]2H ~K !~pt ,r t ,t !

]r t~ l !]r t~ i !

]r t~ l !

]z~ j ! D ,

d

dt S ]r t~ i !

]z~ j ! D51(
l 51

N S ]2H ~K !~pt ,r t ,t !

]pt~ l !]pt~ i !

]pt~ l !

]z~ j !

1
]2H ~K !~pt ,r t ,t !

]r t~ l !]pt~ i !

]r t~ l !

]z~ j ! D ,

wherez5p0 or r 0 .
Trajectories are initialized in our simulations throug

MC sampling of coordinates and momenta according to
calized phase space distributions determined by the cohe
state transforms of excited state populations defined by
~2.20!. The partial contribution of a single trajectory to th
photodetachment spectrumP(e,Dt) requires forward propa-
gation on theA8 excited state PES of I2

2 form the initial
phase point (p0 ,r0) to the resulting phase point (r t1

,pt1
) at

time t15t2t8, then—with the trajectory being continuous
the transition—propagation for a timet25t92t on the K
excited state PES of I2, and finally propagation for a time
t35t-2t9 once again on theA8 PES of I2

2. The time inter-
vals that make the most important contribution to the ove
integral are selected through MC sampling of timest, t8, t9,
and t-, according to the distributions determined by the
tensity profilesF1 andF2 characterizing the pump and prob
laser fields. This importance sampling technique is idea
suited for calculating high-dimensional integrals.

The computational task is thus reduced to the evalua
of a multidimensional integral whose dimension grows on
linearly with the number of coupled degrees of freedo
This integral results from substituting Eq.~2.19! into Eq.
~2.17!, and is evaluated for the whole range of electron
kinetic energies values (0 eV<e<3 eV), at each delay time
Dt. Since this calculation involves a single phase space
tegral over initial conditions, and the action integral is o
tained from integrating Eq.~2.23! according to a forward and
backward time increment associated with dynamics in theA8
electronic excited state of I2

2 @with a transient propagation in
the neutralVI2

(K) state PES#, the oscillatory character of the

integrand is expected to be much less than for a triple ph
space integral defined by three separate time evolution
erators. For the same reason, the pre-exponential facto
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also expected to be better behaved, defining a SC integra
scheme that is probably as simple and efficient as one
expect. The final FPES signals are calculated from the c
volution of P(e,Dt) with the instrument resolution function
obtained from the experimental I2 photoelectron spectrum.

Trajectories are independent of each other and, th
fore, computed in parallel. This computation is perform
with the same programming model as described in our p
vious work,37 according to a portable single program mu
tiple data streams~SPMD! code that runs under the messa
passing interface~MPI! environment and is optimized fo
nodes that are relatively powerful. At the hardware level
thus have coarse-grained parallelism, allowing us to alloc
hundreds or thousands of trajectories per node, minimiz
communication costs on the parallel architecture. This triv
parallelization strategy exploits the benefit of having init
states described by localized phase space distribution
well as perturbation pulse fields of ultrafast femtoseco
spectroscopy that are localized in time.

C. Semiclassical excited state wave function

The FB/SC-IVR method for computing the time depe
dent photodetachment spectrum, described in Sec. II B,
direct approach based on standard time-dependent pert
tion theory~first order in both pulse fields! which does not
require the computation of theA8 excited state wave func
tion ucA8&. This quantity, however, can also be obtained
the same level of theory through the implementation of E
~2.16! according to the SC-IVR methodology described
this section. This equation can be written as

^r uxA8~ t9!&52
i

\
~mA8,g•«01!E

2`

t9
dt8F1~ t8!Q t8,t9~r !,

~2.28!

wherer are the nuclear coordinates andF1(t8) is the sech2

temporal profile of the pump pulse, introduced by Eq.~2.11!.
Q t8,t9(r ) is defined as

Q t8,t9~r !5^r ue2~ i /\!ĤA8t9e~ i /\!~ĤA82\v12Eg!t8uxg&,
~2.29!

and with the HK SC-IVR approximation26,27 becomes

Q t
HC~r !5S 1

2p\ D NE
2`

`

dp0E
2`

`

dr0Ct~p0 ,r0!

3e~ i /\!St~p0 ,r0!gr t ,pt
~r !Cg~r0•p0!, ~2.30!

wheret is the global time determined by the time intervalst8
and t9, introduced by Eq.~2.29!, andN defines the numbe
of nuclear coordinates.Cg(r ,p) is the coherent state trans
form of the initial nuclear wave function̂r uxg&, defined ac-
cording to Eq.~2.20!, while gr t ,pt

(r ) are the minimum un-
certainty wave packets defined by Eq.~2.22!.

Following the methodology presented in Sec. II B, t
excited state wave function̂r uxA8(t9)& is computed at time
t9 by combining the two time evolution operators of E
~2.29! into a single phase space integral described by E
~2.30! and ~2.28!. Initial phase points (p0 ,r0) and propaga-
tion timest8 are selected through MC sampling, according
on
an
n-

e-

e-

e
te
g
l

l
as
d

-
a

ba-

t
.

s.

the distributionsCg(r ,p) and F1(t8), respectively. Indi-
vidual trajectories propagate from their initial phase poi
(p0 ,r0) to the resulting phase points (r t8 ,pt8), at time t8,
according to the shifted PESV(r t ,t)5VI

2
2(r t)2\v12Eg .

This initial propagation period is then followed by the ev
lution of the system for a timet9, according to the unshifted
PESV(r t ,t)5VI

2
2(r t), with (r t8 ,pt8) being continuous at the

transition.
This semiclassical wave functionucA8& certainly incor-

porates the dynamical effects of the finite pulse durat
since the 90 fs pump pulse is long in comparison to
excited state photodissociation dynamics, which proce
within this time scale while population is still being fed int
the excited state PES. However, it does not incorporate
possible dynamical effects which result from the perturbat
of the ground state wave function by the pump pulse.
principle, these effects can be important when the inten
of the perturbational field is so large that a significant fra
tion of the population is transferred to the excited state. T
comparison presented in Sec. III, between the semiclass
wave functionucA8& and the exact full-quantum mechanic
results, provides a useful test of both the perturbation the
approximations made for the calculation of the compl
photodetachment spectra and the ability of our SC appro
for modeling excited state photodissociation dynamics.

D. Full-quantum mechanical implementation

Full-quantum mechanical calculations of the photod
tachment spectraP(e,Dt) are based on Eq.~2.14!. This
equation can be written as a double space integral

P~e,Dt !5\24~mA8,g•«01!
2

3(
K

~mK,A8•«02!
2E

2`

`

dt8E
2`

`

dt9ei e~ t82t9!/\

3F2~ t92Dt !F2~ t82Dt !

3^xA8~ t9!uei ~ĤK2\v2!~ t82t9!/\uxA8~ t8!&, ~2.31!

and evaluated as the one-dimensional Fourier transform

P~e,Dt !5\24~mA8,g•«01!
2(

K
~mK,A8•«02!

2

3E
2`

`

dTei eT/\F E
tmin

tmax
dt9F2~ t92Dt !

3F2~T1t92Dt !^xK~ t9,T!uxA8~ t81T!&G ,
~2.32!

whereT5t82t9 and uxK(t9,T)&5e2 i (ĤK2\v2)T/\uxA8(t9)&,
while tmin andtmax replace the infinite integral limits oft9 in
Eq. ~2.31! since, in general, dynamics needs to be propaga
only for a finite time range.uxA8& is obtained according to a
grid based second-order differencing scheme~SOD!,75 by
numerically integrating the Schro¨dinger equation with a time
dependent perturbation fielde(t) defined according to the
rotating wave approximation~RWA!, e(t)5e01F1(t)e2 iv1t,
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FIG. 2. Kinetic energy of the photodetached electr
for each of the possible I2 final states, as a function o
the I–I bond length in an inverted plot.
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and a value for dipole moment of transitionmg,A8 adjusted to
approximately match the experimentally observed deple
of ground electronic state population. Most of the compu
tional effort involves propagation the nuclear wave functi
uxK& on the neutral I2 excited state PES labeled by indexK,
which is computed concurrently withuxA8&. The overlap in-
tegralsO(t9,T)5^xK(t9,T)uxA8(t91T)& are stored over the
course of the anion excited state propagation as a functio
t9, for only the 0 –nd2 range ofT ~with n'3!, minimizing
the computational effort and storage space requirement
an improved version of previous full-quantum mechani
simulations.17 These matrix elementsO(t9,T) are subse-
quently used for evaluating the integral overt9 in Eq. ~2.32!
and the Fourier transform overT for calculating the entire
photoelectron spectrum at arbitrary delay timeDt. Perhaps
the most important advantage of this particular full-quant
mechanical implementation method is the significant opti
zation in storage space requirements relative to other t
niques that might require storage space for the excited s
wave function, scaling with the size of the grid and the
mensionality of the configurational space. The same com
tational approach also allows for simulating full quantu
dynamics in the weak-field limit, by propagating the excit
state wave function component with the constraint of stati
ary state character for the ground wave function compon

E. Potential energy surfaces

The ground electronic state of I2
2 is described according

to Ref. 8, while the excited state PESs of I2
2 are described

according to the empirical PESs of Ref. 76. These appr
mate excited state PESs are constructed from an assort
of experimental data including Raman spectroscopy in m
trices, electronic spectroscopy in crystals and gas-phase
sociative attachment experiments. A discussion of other p
sible choices, including empirical77,78 or theoretical79–82 I2

2

PESs is presented in Ref. 8, where accurate corrections t
n
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X ground state PES are reported from experiments that
volve a combination of conventional and femtosecond p
toelectron spectroscopic techniques.

Figure 1 shows the PESs involved in our simulatio
~solid curves! including the ground stateX and excited state
A8 PESs within the manifold of 6 low-lying Hund’s case~c!
molecular states of I2

2, as well as the 23 Hund’s case~c!
covalent molecular states of I2 obtained from experimenta
studies,83–90 or approximate theoretical calculations,91–94 as
functions of the I–I bond length. The manifolds of states a
labeled by their atomic dissociation states, and the final
ergy E(e)5VI2

(K)1e is represented by the curve labeled

plus symbols. Figure 2 shows, as a rotated plot, the poss

values of electronic kinetic energye5VI
2
2

(A8)
(r t)1\v2

2VI2
(K)(r t) as a function of the I–I bond lengthr t , assuming

FIG. 3. Comparison of the real part~solid lines! and modulus~short dashes!
of the semiclassical excited state wave function^r uxA8&, with the corre-
sponding real part~long dashes! and modulus~dots! obtained according to
full-quantum mechanical calculations.
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a classical description for the nuclear motion, and
Franck–Condon approximation.

There is, however, a considerable degree of uncerta
in the PESs of this system. The I2

2 PESs are still the subjec
of current investigations and some of the I2 excited state
PESs are not well known experimentally, including most
the states that dissociate to I(2P3/2)1I( 2P1/2), and are de-
scribed here by curves obtained from theoretical calcu
tions. Unfortunately, the dipole operator matrix elements
tween the I2 and I2

2 excited state PESs are also not availab
Having these limitations in the description of the electro
structure, there is no adequate way of simulating the co
plete photodetachment spectrum without relying on appro
mate PESs and a model for the transition dipole moments
order to make a rigorous comparison of our semiclass
results with full-quantum mechanical calculations we a
lyze first the contribution of a single state of I2 to the photo-
detachment spectra, calculated according to the Condon
proximation. After demonstrating the accuracy and reliabi
of our SC calculations for a single state, we present the
results for the photodetachment spectra summed over a
nal states of I2 obtained according to a simple model for th
transition dipole moments, which are assumed to be cons
and independent of nuclear coordinates and electronic kin
energy of the photodetached electron.

III. RESULTS

We present our results in three subsections. Section I
presents the comparison between the SC excited state
functions, obtained according to the methodology presen
in Sec. II C, and the corresponding full-quantum mechan
calculations obtained according to the method describe
Sec. II D. Section III B then compares the SC photodeta
ment spectrum obtained according to the FB/SC-IVR me
odology presented in Sec. II B with the corresponding res
obtained according to the full-quantum mechanical appro
presented in Sec. II D, both for a single state of I2. Finally,
Sec. III C presents SC results for the complete photodeta
ment spectra~i.e., summed over all final states of I2! obtained
according to a simple model for the transition dipole m
ments. All SC results were converged with less than6

trajectories, which were integrated according to a stand
fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm,95 with a 0.125 fs inte-
gration step, using the parallel programming model
scribed in Sec. II B. The values ofg( j ), introduced by Eq.
~2.22!, were set equal to the values ofa( j ), introduced by
Eq. ~2.21!.37 All forces and second derivatives necessary
integrating the equations of motion were calculated us
finite difference expressions.

A. Comparison between SC and full-quantum
mechanical excited state wave functions

Figure 3 shows the real part and modulus of the se
classical excited state wave function^r uxA8& obtained ac-
cording to the methodology presented in Sec. II C, and
corresponding full-quantum mechanical results obtained
the first-order perturbation level of theory, as described
Sec. II D. This figure shows that the SC propagation of
excited state wave function is in excellent agreement w
e
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the corresponding full-quantum mechanical evolution for
times, as determined by the dissociative character of theA8
excited state PES and the sech2 profile of the
(FWHM590 fs) pump pulse. At the shortest time presen
in this figure (t52116 fs) the excited state wave function
localized at the FC region with a maximum amplitude at t
geometry that satisfies the resonance condition. At lon
times (t5238– 0 fs), it becomes progressively more peak
at the geometry that satisfies the resonance condition w
its tail becomes more prominent and extends out to lon
internuclear distances as the excited state population m
from the FC region out to the asymptotic region. At ea
positive times (t541 fs), the peak at the resonance conditi
(r'3.205 Å) decreases with the pump pulse intensity, wh
the tail involves most of the excited state population a
continues spreading out. At longer times (t5157– 234 fs),
the peak at the FC region becomes much smaller, while
excited state wave packet moves towards larger internuc
geometries. This almost perfect agreement between the
and full-quantum mechanical results demonstrates the c
bilities of the SC approach to provide a tractable alternat
to full quantum mechanical techniques, specifically design
to simulate finite pulse duration effects on the evolution
an excited state wave function undergoing ultrafast rel
ation dynamics within the time scale of the pulsewid
However, there is the nontrivial question as to how import
are the dynamical effects neglected by a formulation ba
on first order perturbation theory that might affect the prop
gation of the excited state wave function when t
(FWHM590 fs) pump pulse is so intense that depletes
significant amount of the ground state population.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the SC results p
sented in Fig. 3 with the exact full-quantum mechanical c
culations obtained by integrating the time dependent Sch¨-
dinger equation allowing for an integrated depletion of t
ground electronic state population of about 40%, as s
gested by typical experimental reductions of the integra
ground electronic state photodetachment intensities in

FIG. 4. Comparison of the full-quantum mechanical wave functions,
tained at the first-order perturbation level of theory~long dashes! and allow-
ing for 40% depletion of the ground state population as described in the
~solid lines!.
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presence of the pump pulse. This figure shows that ther
only a very small perturbational effect on the dynamics
the excited state wave function, which involves an appro
mately 7 fs time shift, while the overall shape amplitude a
phase remain unchanged. It is, thus, reasonable to expec
the SC-IVR formulation based on first-order perturbati
theory should be able to describe accurately the comp
photodetachment spectra as modulated by the pump
probe pulse profiles, even when the pump field is so inte
that depletes 40% of the total ground state population.
the sake of completeness, we present in Fig. 5 the SC
exact full-quantum mechanical integrated excited state po
lations, for the whole range of times. This figure shows t
except for the approximately 7 fs time shift, there is alm
perfect agreement between the SC and full-quantum
chanical excited state population risetime throughout
complete photolysis event.

B. Comparison between SC and full-quantum
mechanical photodetachment spectra

In order to make a rigorous comparison between SC
full-quantum mechanical photodetachment spectra, Fig
compares an individual I2 electronic excited state contribu
tion to the photodetachment spectrum, obtained accordin
Eq. ~2.17! where the sum over electronic statesK is limited
to a single term~theA electronic state of I2!. Figure 7 shows
the convoluted signals, according to a typical instrum
resolution function. We focus on the contributions of scatt
ing events to theA excited state PES of I2 calculated within
the Condon approximation, as described in Secs. II B
II D, for the 2100–100 fs range of delay times whe
changes of intensities are more significant. In contrast to
analysis of the complete photodetachment spectra, this c
parison of a single state component allows one to check
accuracy and reliability of the FB/SC-IVR method to repr
duce the exact quantum mechanical contributions of an i
vidual I2 state to the distribution of intensities in the phot
detachment spectra, as a function ofe andDt.

FIG. 5. SC ~solid line! and full-quantum mechanical~long dashes! inte-
grated excited state populations as a function of time relative to the cent
the pump pulse.
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The first feature to note when comparing our calcula
signals with full-quantum mechanical results is that the ov
all shapes of the spectra, and the trend in these shapes
delay timeDt is well reproduced by our SC calculations. A
the longest delay time (Dt5100 fs), for example, the signal
consist of a sharp peak ate'1.7 eV, characteristic of the I2

spectrum. This signal corresponds approximately to the p
todetachment spectrum at longer times, when dissociatio
I21I is complete and photodetachment takes place from
free I2 ion. At the shortest delay time (Dt52100 fs), the
semiclassical and quantum mechanical signals again a
with one another quite accurately and show qualitatively d
ferent behavior from that observed at longerDt. The first
major difference to note is that the sharp peak ate
'1.7 eV, characteristic of separated photofragments, is n
almost completely absent and the spectrum is peakede
'2.5 eV instead, since photodetachment takes place pr
rily from the FC region with this predominant kinetic energ
component. At intermediate delay times the features outli
above for thee'1.7 eV band merge continuously from on
extreme to the other, monotonically increasing the I2 signal
with Dt, as the I2

2 undergoes complete dissociation. On t
other hand, the peak ate'2.5 eV reaches its maximum a
Dt50.0 fs and gradually dies out at longer delay time
Hence the distribution of intensities of an individual I2 state
component contribution to the total photoelectron spectr
changes significantly with delay time, and the description
these changes given by the FB/SC-IVR method, presente

of

FIG. 6. Comparison between SC~solid lines! and full-quantum mechanica
~long dashes! individual A state component contribution to the photodetac
ment spectrum, as a function of kinetic energye of the photodetached elec
tron for delay timesDt52100,250, 0, 50, 100 fs between pump and prob
pulses.
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Sec. II B, is in excellent agreement with full-quantum m
chanical calculations.

C. Complete photodetachment spectra

Figure 8 presents the complete SC photodetachm
spectra which results from all possible excitations into
optically allowed and energetically accessible I2 excited state
PESs, convoluted according to a typical instrument reso
tion function. The comparison between the complete pho
detachment spectra and the corresponding experimenta
nals suggests corrections for possible inaccuracies of
empirical excited state PESs employed in our simulatio
However, the presentation in this section concerns only w
a discussion of the SC results, leaving the scomparison
experimental data as the subject of the following article.
analogy to the individual contribution to the photodetac
ment spectrum of theA state of I2 presented in Sec. III B, the
complete photodetachment spectrum at long delay times
verges asymptotically to the I2 photodetachment spectrum
However, in addition to thee'1.7 eV band, characteristic o
the (3/2,3/2) I2 ground state dissociation limit, the comple
photodetachment spectrum includes the other atomic ban
e'0.8 eV, characteristic of photofragmentation into the e
cited (3/2,1/2) manifold of atomic states~see Fig. 2!. For
shorter delay times, these two sharp atomic bands trans
into broad and structureless signals characteristic of ph
detachment to molecular excited state PESs of diverse s
metry and topology. This spectroscopic broadening is m
significant for the high energy band which at short de
times extends from;1.2 eV to;2.5 eV, as determined b

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but convoluted according to a typical instrum
resolution function.
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the dispersion of electronic states in the low lying manifo
of PESs~see Fig. 2!. Furthermore, the low energy band als
transforms at shorter times from a sharp atomic signal t
much wider band in the;0.5–1.0 eV range of electroni
kinetic energies, as theB electronic state separates from th
excited state manifold of PESs which disperses within t
0.5 eV range of kinetic energy values at shorter internucl
distances~see Fig. 2!.

As presented in Sec. II E, these SC simulations of
complete photodetachment spectra were performed assu
that transitions from theA8 2P1/2,g excited electronic state o
I2
2 to all of the I2 electronic excited states were allowed wi

transition dipole moments that were constant as function
the I–I bond length~Condon approximation!, and adjusted to
match approximately the relative intensities of the2P1/2 and
2P3/2 experimental bands. The transition dipole moment
the I2 ground state,X 1Sg

1←A8 2P1/2,g was assumed to van
ish because of symmetry. In principle, one could have
estimate of the relative importance of the different transitio
from the analysis of the corresponding electronic configu
tions, defined according to the simplest LCAO approxim
tion for the valence-shell molecular orbitals in the uncoup
representation.94 However, a rigorous model for the actu
transition dipole moments would necessarily require
initio or empirical information, since spin–orbit coupling i
I2 and I2

2 is so important that thel andm quantum numbers
which define the approximate electronic configurations in
uncoupled representation are actually ill-defined, and

ntFIG. 8. Complete SC photodetachment spectra, convoluted according
typical instrument resolution function presented at the bottom of the fig
at four different energies~the convolution function at other energies is o
tained by interpolation!.
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only well defined quantum number in these systems is
projection of the total angular momentumV in the direction
of the bond.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this paper how the FB/SC-IV
method can be used to simulate femtosecond pump–p
photoelectron spectroscopy. This approach reduces the
culation of the photodetachment spectrum to the evalua
of a single phase space average over the initial condition
classical trajectories, a computation that scales linearly w
the number of coupled degrees of freedom and for wh
MC importance sampling techniques are readily availabl

We have demonstrated the capabilities of the FB/S
IVR method for simulating the ultrafast photodissociati
dynamics of a realistic reaction, showing excellent agr
ment with full-quantum mechanical calculations in descr
ing all features in the photoelectron spectrum. It was a
seen to produce results for the wave function on the ph
excited intermediate (A8) state of I2

2 in good agreement with
non-perturbative full-quantum mechanical calculations.

The accuracy and reliability of the FB/SC-IVR approa
give us confidence that it will also provide a good descr
tion of the analogous ultrafast relaxation processes invol
in two-color pump–probe experiments of FPES in mo
complex molecular systems, for which a full quantum tre
ment would be out of the question. In future applications,
will implement the present FB/SC-IVR method on high
dimensionality problems. Of particular interest would be
extend the present semiclassical methodology to incorpo
the dynamical effects of electronic nonadiabaticity in t
same I2

2 system but clustered with solvent molecules or in
condensed phase environment. These effects have alr
been observed in nonadiabatic MD simulations of the pho
dissociation and geminate recombination dynamics of2

~Refs. 96 and 97! and I2
2,98,67 where the presence of a su

rounding molecular environment significantly perturbed
excited state PESs that participated in the relaxation dyn
ics and induced nonadiabatic transitions between them.
cording to the present application, the FB/SC-IVR meth
requires the evaluation of quite a large number of trajecto
(;106 trajectories!, and of course will be even more de
manding for systems with many more degrees of freed
but together with stationary phase MC and other smooth
methods under development, is expected to provide a m
tractable approach. However, this remains to be dem
strated by substantial applications of the present metho
ogy to studies of reaction dynamics in polyatomic system
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